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EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy contents

 Intro: standard1.1 and the multiple links between

strategy and QA

 Constructing strategy with the help of QA: vision & 

mission

 Translating strategy into policies: 4 dimensions: 

stakeholders, LO, LLL & engagement with/impact on 

society

 Deconstructing strategy for QA: KPIs and indicators

 Pitfalls of QA on strategy

 Some conclusions
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▪ Standard I.1: 

“Institutions should have a policy 
for QA that is made public and 
forms part of their strategic 
management. Internal 
stakeholders should develop and 
implement this policy through 
appropriate structures and 
processes, while involving external 
stakeholders.” 

vs reactive mechanism copying EQA 

standards or ranking indicators 

implementation

report fig 4,1

EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy standard 1.1



Published institutional strategies for continuous
enhancement in the past 5 years 2013/14

Implementation report 2015, fig. 3.1, p. 89
Source BFUG questionnaire
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▪ Standard I.1: 

“Institutions should have a policy 
for QA that is made public and 
forms part of their strategic 
management. Internal 
stakeholders should develop and 
implement this policy through 
appropriate structures and 
processes, while involving external 
stakeholders.” 

vs reactive mechanism copying EQA 

standards or ranking indicators 

implementation

report fig 4,1

QA input into

strategy

What about

QA of strategy

(process & 

outcomes)?

EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy standard 1.1



 Standard 1.1: policy for quality assurance Guideline:

 Policies and processes are the main pillars of a coherent 

institutional quality assurance system that forms a cycle for

continuous improvement and contributes to the

accountability of the institution. It supports the development 

of quality culture in which all internal stakeholders assume

responsibility for quality and engage in quality assurance at 

all levels of the institution. (…)

 Quality assurance policies are most effective when they

reflect the relationship between research and learning & 

teaching and take account of both the national context in 

which the institution operates, the institutional context and its

strategic approach. (…)

 How the policy is implemented, monitored and revised is the

institution’s decision.

Combination, link 

or opposites?

Definition 

including QA and

only internal

stakeholders

TQM?

Strategy as input 

into QA policy & 

system

Quality & QA are contextual

Is it taking into account (inter)national

contexts (funding, ranking, etc.) & EQA?

EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy standard 1.1
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▪ Although we have quantitative data on national regulations and 

institutional QA policies, there are almost no qualitative data on its 

contents.

Sursock, A. (2015), Trends 2015, EUA: Brussels, p. 40
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▪ Although we have quantitative data on national regulations and 

institutional QA policies, there are almost no qualitative data on its 

contents.

Sursock, A. (2015), Trends 2015, Brussels, EUA, p. 40

Bollaert, L. (ed)(2012), EURASHE Report on the implementation of ESG, EURASHE: Brussels, p. 28
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▪ We can have some indication of qualitative input when looking at who 

and how the (QA) policy was made up or inspired

Loukkola, T. & Zhang, T. (2010), Examining Quality Culture Part 1, EUA: Brussels, p. 23
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EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy QA input into strategy: vision & mission

▪ We can have some indication of qualitative input when looking at who 

and how the (QA) policy was made up or inspired

Bollaert, L. (ed)(2012), EURASHE Report on the implementation of ESG, EURASHE: Brussels, p. 25



EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy QA input into strategy: vision & mission

▪ We can have some indication of qualitative input when looking at who and 

how the (QA) policy was made up or inspired

Gaebel, M. & Zhang, T. (2018), Trends 2018: Learning and teaching in the EHEA, EUA: Brussels, p. 15



EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy QA input into strategy: vision & mission

▪ The fact that the IQA policies and processes are quite often 

based on national EQA and mostly useful for HEI executives 

and technical QA managers is not very promising on the QA 

input into strategy.

▪ Little is known about which qualitative elements of QA 

policies have given input into the institutional vision, mission 

and strategy or the other way around

▪ HEIs are normally not very good at developing an 

inspirational vision on the future, a profiling mission on 

middle-term and a transforming strategy (Gallup, 2015)



 “We prepare the leaders of tomorrow.”

 “We nurture lifelong learners.”

 “We aim to have a global impact, while serving our local

community.”

Gallup (2015) found that more than 50% of vision or mission 
statements of HEI share striking similarities, regardless of size, 
public or private, land-grant status or religious affiliation, or 
for-profit or not-for-profit.

 They may accurately represent the broad views and
aspirations of education leaders and their institutions, and
they probably differentiate the institutions from financial 
services and retail companies…

 BUT THEY OFFER LITTLE GUIDANCE TO CURRENT AND FUTURE 
STUDENTS (and staff).

EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy QA input into strategy: vision & mission



GALLUP’s RECOMMENDATIONS :

 Establish a clear and differentiated purpose by

answering the questions: “Why do we exist?” and

“What value do we provide to the world?”.

 Align the brand by telling the outside world what the

institution is and what it will deliver. (see mission)

 Support identity with engaged culture primarily

including the student experiences that should support 

the HEI’s purpose and brand.

Gallup (2015)

www.gallup.com/businessjournal/184538/hard-differentiate-one-higher-brand.aspx17
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EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy QA input into strategy: vision & mission

▪ The fact that the IQA policies and processes are quite often 

based on national EQA and mostly useful for HEI executives 

and technical QA managers is not very promising on the QA 

input into strategy.

▪ Little is known about which conceptional and qualitative 

elements of QA policies have given input into the 

institutional vision, mission and strategy or the other way 

around

▪ HEIs are normally not very good at developing an 

inspirational vision on the future, a profiling mission on 

middle-term and a transforming strategy (Gallup, 2015)

▪ Yet, a look at the underlying inspirations to formulate visions 

and mission at 50 American and European HEIs came to 

interesting observations…



We Make Things Happen

“Innovation. Challenging the status quo.    

Creativity. Making waves. All words that define 

the culture of San Francisco State University.”

Firmly connected with its innovation home city.

Strongly committed to creating opportunities for each student to discover his or her 
unique path in life.

Deeply engaged with the world’s economies, cultures and politics.

Uniquely focused on excellence in teaching and research that can be actively 

applied toward improving the world we live in.

Attending SF State is more than an education – it’s an experience, and true 
preparation for living a life of principle and value.

Our alumni are known as agents of change, creative artists, inventors and company 

founders. Once a student at SF State, always a leader who is engaged and 

innovative.

At SF State, students learn how to make things happen.
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THE CALL TO LEAD

SOMETHING BIGGER

With the opportunity to govern much of life on Grounds – from responsibility 

for Residence halls to serving on the Honor Committee to reporting to our 
Board of Visitors – students are encouraged to take on responsibilities and 

experiences that prepare them for lives as citizen leaders

A WAY OF LIFE

UVA is a residential community based on student self-governance, an experience 

that builds knowledge, character and independence.

A GENUINE IMPACT

The decisions made by students have a significant influence on life at the University.

A COMMUNITY OF TRUST

Since 1842, UVA’s student-run Honor System has helped create and strengthen a 

school-wide community of trust.
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turn W into S
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EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy QA input into strategy: vision & mission

Why do we measure ?



Seeber, M., Barberio V., Huisman, J. & Mampaey, J. (2017), Factors affecting the 

content of universities’ mission statements: an analysis of the United Kingdom higher 

education system, Studies in Higher Education, DOI: 10,1080/03075079.2017.1349743

Mission statements as identity narratives, a type of symbolic 

representation of an organization
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List of 21 categories that universities could use to differentiate themselves 

relating to the missions (comparison 2005-2015)

• Research activity: 1. basic; 2. applied, practice-oriented;

• Education: 1. teaching; 2. learning; 3. programmes, curriculum;

• 3rd mission: 1. economy, region; 2. society (at large);

• Staff: 1. academics; 2. support staff; 3. management;

• Students: 1. current and future; 2. graduates (incl. employment); 3. alumni;

• Organisation: 1. fees, costs; 2. quality; 3. atmosphere, culture; 4. mission, 

vision, future prospects, and plans; 5. (infra)structure; 6. age, history; 8. size

Huisman, J. & Mampaey, J. (2018), Use your imagination: what UK universities want 

you to think of them, Oxford Review of Education,                                                         

DOI: 10,1080/03054985.2017.1421154
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List of 21 categories that universities could use to differentiate themselves 

relating to the missions (comparison 2005-2015)

• Research activity: 1. basic; 2. applied, practice-oriented;

• Education: 1. teaching; 2. learning; 3. programmes, curriculum;

• 3rd mission: 1. economy, region; 2. society (at large);

• Staff: 1. academics; 2. support staff; 3. management;

• Students: 1. current and future; 2. graduates (incl. employment); 3. alumni;

• Organisation: 1. fees, costs; 2. quality; 3. atmosphere, culture; 4. mission, 

vision, future prospects, and plans; 5. (infra)structure; 6. age, history; 8. size

➢ “In 191 of the 255 instances in 2005 (75%), the universities used very similar 

claims; in 2015 this percentage increased, slightly, to 79%. These elements 

were rather vague and common, if not bland, without further specifying 

what they understood by excellence, top quality, a strong community, 

and a stimulating atmosphere.” (p. 422)

Huisman, J. & Mampaey, J. (2018), Use your imagination: what UK universities want 

you to think of them, Oxford Review of Education,                                                       

DOI: 10,1080/03054985.2017.1421154
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Findings of qualitative content analysis

➢ “In 2005, ‘organization-quality’ was the most dominant dimension, (…). 

Most notably, 19 of these institutions refer to quality in very generic terms, 

for instance by referring to meanings such as ‘excellence in teaching and 

research’, ‘leading institution’, ‘world class’, ‘committed to quality’, (…). 

What is striking in these references to quality is that most of these 

institutions do not define quality or do not explicate the organisational

practices that sustain quality.” (p. 436)

➢ “Strikingly, the institutions tend to construct quality in very competitive 

terms, emphasising that they are the best at everything they do.” (p. 436)

➢ “In 2015, quality is still the most dominant dimension and even more 

institutions (27) mention it in their welcome address. (…) Similar to 2005, 

most of these institutions do not define quality or do not explicate the 

organisational practices that sustain quality, although it should also be 

noted that the specific vocabulary to refer to quality was more diverse in 
2015.” (p. 436)

Huisman, J. & Mampaey, J. (2018), Use your imagination: what UK universities want 

you to think of them, Oxford Review of Education,                                                       

DOI: 10,1080/03054985.2017.1421154
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Discussion and conclusion

➢ “We conclude that, despite increased competition, there is limited 

appetite among the British universities to display an image that deviates 
significantly from the pack.” (p. 437)

➢ Older institutions show less frequently distinctive elements than younger 

institutions

➢ Prestigious universities show less frequently distinctive elements than less 

prestigious

➢ Over time, university images become more similar for older and 

prestigious universities than for younger and less prestigious universities

➢ “Others have argued that the contents of university messages are 

reflecting market ideologies (Sauntson & Morrish, 2010), but our research 

shows that statements on, e.g. students as consumers, value-for-money, 

and proper preparations for the labour market are as frequent as 

statements on citizenship, education, research for a better world and 
research as an objective in itself. (…) Overall, however, it is clear from the 

analysis that students and student engagement have recently become a  

more dominant concern in a context of demographic downturns and 

scepticism about value for money.” (p. 437)
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▪ Yet, a look at the underlying inspirations to formulate visions 

and mission at 50 American and European HEIs came to 

interesting observations…

1. A lot of marketing, like below

▪ Most branding experts say that a degree is an emotional 

purchase, next to the 2nd most expensive in people’s lifetime. 

“Does it feel like this place really fits?” 160over90 (2014)

▪ “In buying a product like higher education, you have to 

establish trust in the consumer of that product.” Micheal

Stoner, president of marketing agency mStone

2. Clear references to rankings;

3. The best are inspired by: excellence, effect or impact, 

quality culture, new concepts of quality and QA…

30
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Q as concept of Q QA(M) concept

“Exceptional”      externally recognised Q control with high standards

“excellent”          as high class                        & benchmarking                              

“perfect” or focus on process with TQM: process control & 

“consistent”              everybody involved assessment                              
training & culture

“fit for purpose”       Q is functional service satisfaction

customer requirements frameworks & PDCA    

provider’s needs(mission)  strategic TQM

“value for money”  accountability & change & Q competition

effectiveness against performance indicators 
cost = efficiency                  audits

“transforming”         qualitative change enhancement by empowered

participants

Harvey & Green (1993),  Harvey (1999), Newton (2007)       quality culture
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Paradigm shift in concept of Q & QA(M)

early opinions new views 

Quality is absolute and fixed Q is relative, multi-layered & 

contectual

One standard is dominant…           Q has many aspects

& determined by the producer       Starting point = stakeholders’ 

needs

The final product is central… Service is vital

& should be inspected Q = result of processes

Quality requirements are fixed Q requirements change & 

raise

Quality control by quality unit          Q = everybody’s
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New definition of quality:

• Lots of definitions, but…

• Quality, as defined by its stakeholders (= international 

minima or higher standards), is the added value

(chain) between input and output.

On programme or course/module level:

• Quality is the added value between the LOs of the 

incoming student and those achieved by the 

outgoing student in relation to what all stakeholders 

want and need.

On institutional level:

• Quality is the added value measured in the realisation

of the mission through strategy policy

EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy QA input into strategy: vision & mission



intended LO

LO new students study programme achieved LO

mission                                strategy & policies results

input outputprocesses

transformation = value added
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Dirk Van Damme (OECD)

Q

U

A

L

I

T

Y

EDUCATIONAL  STRATEGIC CHOICE and REALITY

secondary

secondary

QF minimum standard/LO

excellence

HE a

HE b

secondary

HE c

Secondary minimum leaving standards/LO
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New vision, mission & (strategic) policy of HE(I)

• Traditionally :

➢ Education : 

gone global with new stress on global competences fit 

for global knowledge society of the 21st century

➢ Research : 

more global than ever through rankings new continuum

from fundamental to applied fit for global challenges & 

innovation

➢ Social services/community impact : 

from regional to global community

• New vision & mission?

➢HE(I) as a open & global eco-community of co-creation

with all the stakeholders underpinned by a quality culture
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Simon Sinek (2009)
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Simon Sinek (2009)
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Simon Sinek (2009), pp. 84-85

“You have to earn trust by communicating and 

demonstrating that you share the same values and 

beliefs. 

You have to talk about your WHY and prove it with 

WHAT you do. 

Again, a WHY is just a belief. HOWs are the actions 

we take to realize that belief, and WHATs are the 

results of those actions. When all three are in 

balance, trust is built and value is perceived.”
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Simon Sinek (2009), pp. 90

“You have to earn trust by communicating and 

demonstrating that you share the same values and 

beliefs. 

You have to talk about your WHY and prove it with 

WHAT you do. 

Again, a WHY is just a belief. HOWs are the actions 

we take to realize that belief, and WHATs are the 

results of those actions. When all three are in 

balance, trust is built and value is perceived.”

“A company is a culture. A group of people 

brought together around a common set of values 

and beliefs. It’s not products or services that bind a 

company together. It’s not size and might that 

make a company strong, it’s the culture – the strong 

sense of beliefs and values that everyone, from the 

CEO to the receptionist, all share. 

So the logic follows, the goal is not to hire people 

who simply have a skill set you need, the goal is to 

hire people who believe what you believe.”
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from vision & mission to strategy

future

WHY

vision WHY?

Mission WHY? & WHAT?

WHO
are we?

do we want to be?

WHERE
do we want

to be active?

Which

ACTIVITIES?

WHAT
do we want to reach

for our stakeholders?

HOW
do we want to reach

our objectives?

OBJECTIVES &

STRATEGY

HOW
do we want to deal

with our situation?

HOW
do we want to deal

with ourselves?

VALUES, BELIEFS &

CULTURE

Have our

activities

changed?

Do we 

need a 

new 

strategy?

Has our

situation & 

culture

changed?
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EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy QA input into strategy: vision & mission

▪ The fact that the IQA policies and processes are quite often 

based on national EQA and mostly useful for HEI executives 

and technical QA managers is not very promising on the QA 

input into strategy.

▪ Little is known about which conceptional and qualitative 

elements of QA policies have given input into the institutional 

vision, mission and strategy or the other way around

▪ HEIs are normally not very good at developing an inspirational 

vision on the future, a profiling mission on middle-term and a 

transforming strategy (Gallup, 2015)

▪ Yet, a look at the underlying inspirations to formulate visions 

and mission at 50 American and European HEIs came to 

interesting observations…

▪ Standard 1,1 and the shift from EQA on programme level to 

institutional level has pushed HEIs towards institutional QA 

policies and systems.
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▪ Standard I.1: 

“Institutions should have a policy 
for QA that is made public and 
forms part of their strategic 
management. Internal 
stakeholders should develop and 
implement this policy through 
appropriate structures and 
processes, while involving external 
stakeholders.” 

EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy from strategy to policies: stakeholders, LO, LLL & impact



Chronicle of HE (2018, pp 6, 10, 16, 14)

✓ Faculty enjoy most teaching & mentoring…
EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy from strategy to policies: stakeholders, LO, LLL & impact



Chronicle of HE (2018, pp 6, 10, 16, 14)

✓ Faculty enjoy most teaching & mentoring…

✓ While the relationship between

faculty & administrator is not

optimal
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Autonomous motivation has significant positive predictive effects on all 4 

learning outcomes while other external types of motivation, such as rewards, 

blame or punishment have little to no relationship with good teaching.

Based on Stupnisky’s self-determination theory: people can function optimally in 

a given setting when their basic psychological needs are met.

Stupnisky, R.H. & BrckaLorenz, A. & Yuhas, B. & Guay, F. (2018), Faculty members’ motivation for

teaching and best practices, in Contemporary Education Psychology, vol. 53, April 2018, pp. 15-26
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EUA (2018, p 38)

✓ Although IQA and EQA are often linked with LO…
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EUA (2018, p 39)

✓ Although IQA and EQA are often linked with LO…

✓ there still seem to be quite some problems…
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OECD Assessment of HE LOs (AHELO) 2010-13

feasibility study

17 countries x 10 HEIs = 20,000 students

www.oecd.org/edu/educationtoday

Deeper (methodological) questions:

➢ Who or what is really being assessed – the students or their HEIs?

➢ Is the purpose to measure the level of competency achieved or to

measure the value added from attending a specific HEIs?

➢ What can an international assessment provide that national or 

institutional level instruments cannot – and vice versa?

➢ Is the main purpose of an assessment instrument for measuring LOs

to underpin accountability, provide data for improvement or 

enhance transparency – or all of these?

➢ What are the desired LOs of HE – and what can/should be

measured?

➢ How might international measures of LOs be mis-used?

http://www.oecd.org/edu/educationtoday


OECD Assessment of HE LOs (AHELO) 2010-13

feasibility study

17 countries x 10 HEIs = 20,000 students

www.oecd.org/edu/educationtoday

Deeper (methodological) questions:

➢ Who or what is really being assessed – the students or their HEIs?

➢ Is the purpose to measure the level of competency achieved or to

measure the value added from attending a specific HEIs?

➢ What can an international assessment provide that national or 

institutional level instruments cannot – and vice versa?

➢ Is the main purpose of an assessment instrument for measuring LOs

to underpin accountability, provide data for improvement or 

enhance transparency – or all of these?

➢ What are the desired LOs of HE – and what can/should be

measured?

➢ How might international measures of LOs be mis-used?

http://www.oecd.org/edu/educationtoday


Competences that make the difference

between innovative professionals & others

1,56

1,76

1,76

1,81

1,94

1,95

1,97

1,98

1,99

2,00

2,02

2,05

2,11

2,15

2,18

2,24

2,34

2,44

2,97

1,00 2,00 4,00

assert your authority

negociate

knowledge of other fields

perform under pressure

write reports or documents

work productively with others

mobilize capacities of others

use time efficiently

make your meaning clear

use computers and internet

write and speak a foreign language

coordinate activities

master of your own field

analytical thinking

present ideas in audience

alertness to opportunities

willingness to question ideas

acquire new knowledge

come with news ideas/solutions

OECD
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EUA (2018, p 51)

✓ Although IQA and EQA are often linked with LO…

✓ there still seem to be quite some problems…

✓ and appropriate LLL measures are still not standard.

EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy from strategy to policies: stakeholders, LO, LLL & impact



EUA (2015, p 67)

✓ Although IQA and EQA are often linked with LO…

✓ there still seem to be quite some problems…

✓ and appropriate LLL measures are still not standard.

EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy from strategy to policies: stakeholders, LO, LLL & impact



EUA (2015, p 29)

characteristics description core criteria

Teaching & learning

Curriculum development LO, curricula, methods

Content syllabus, e.g., methods

Learning methodology design, assessments

Learning environment context & conditions

Programme team all persons involved

RDI

RDI agenda scope of RDI activities

RDI process how RDI meets the needs of society and WoW

RDI outputs & outcomes expected results

Policy & strategy

Objectives & outcomes integration of WoW defined with WoW

Regional integration engagement LOs & employability

EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy from strategy to policies: stakeholders, LO, LLL & impact



EUA (2018, p 49)

characteristics description core criteria

Teaching & learning

Curriculum development LO, curricula, methods

Content syllabus, e.g., methods

Learning methodology design, assessments

Learning environment context & conditions

Programme team all persons involved

RDI

RDI agenda scope of RDI activities

RDI process how RDI meets the needs of society and WoW

RDI outputs & outcomes expected results

Policy & strategy

Objectives & outcomes integration of WoW defined with WoW

Regional integration engagement LOs & employability

EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy from strategy to policies: stakeholders, LO, LLL & impact



EURASHE (2014)

characteristics description core criteria

Teaching & learning

Curriculum development LO, curricula, methods

Content syllabus, e.g., methods

Learning methodology design, assessments

Learning environment context & conditions

Programme team all persons involved

RDI

RDI agenda scope of RDI activities

RDI process how RDI meets the needs of society and WoW

RDI outputs & outcomes expected results

Policy & strategy

Objectives & outcomes integration of WoW defined with WoW

Regional integration engagement LOs & employability

EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy from strategy to policies: stakeholders, LO, LLL & impact



description core criteria

syllabus, e.g., methods

design, assessments

context & conditions

all persons involved

scope of RDI activities

how RDI meets the needs of

integration of WoW defined

Regional integration engagement LOs & employability

EQAF 2018: QA & Strategy from strategy to policies: stakeholders, LO, LLL & impact



description core criteria

syllabus, e.g., methods

design, assessments

context & conditions

all persons involved

scope of RDI activities
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Why do we measure ?

✓ To understand

✓ To monitor

✓ To manage

✓ To improve

Nine out of 10 

organizations fail

to execute

strategy !
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Loukkola, T. & Zhang, T. (2010), Examining Quality Culture Part 1, EUA: Brussels, p. 28



intended LO

LO new students study programme achieved LO

mission                                strategy & policies results

use standards

& indicators

influenced by

development phase

input outputprocesses

(Internal) Quality Assurance (QA)

transformation = value added

methodology

tool tool tool tool tool

“QA is a management approach to focus on the quality of the

organisation and is based on participation of all stakeholders in order to

satisfy their expectations and aims as long as possible” (ISO)
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input outputprocesses

Internal Quality Assurance (QA)

transformation = value added

methodology

tool tool tool tool tool

“QA is a management approach to focus on the quality of the

organisation and is based on participation of all stakeholders in order to

satisfy their expectations and aims as long as possible” (ISO)

underlying principles

underlying (hidden) values

intended LO

LO new students study programme achieved LO

mission                                strategy & policies results

use standards

& indicators

influenced by

development phase

influence on

development

phase

(Internal) Quality Assurance (QA)
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 Standard 1.7: information management

 Institutions should ensure that they collect, analyse and use

relevant information for the effective management of their

programmes and other activities

 Guideline

 (…) The information gathered depends, to some extent, on the

type and mission of the institution. The following are of interest:

 Key performance indicators;

 Profile of the student population;

 Student progression, success and drop-out rates;

 Students’ satisfaction with their programmes;

 Learning resources and student support available;

 Career paths of graduates.

 (…) It is important that students and staff are involved in providing

and analysing information and planning follow-up activities.
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 Indicator : breaks up standards into measurable and

appropriate units in order to measure how much the 

organisation has achieved or is compliant with the

standards

 Indicators should give information on the 

organisation’s performance as far as quality of its

requirements are concerned and help the 

organisation to improve its performance

 3 functions of indicators : measure, signal & 

communicate (internal & external)
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(sub-)categories of indicators

➢ Quantitative indicators with a number

➢ Qualitative indicators can’t be presented as a number

➢ Input indicators measure the situation at the start of a process or the

amount of resources consumed during the generation of the outcome

➢ Process indicators represent the efficiency or productivity of the added

value during the process

➢ Output indicators reflect the outcome of results of the process activities

➢ Directional indicators indicate whether the organization is getting better

➢ Actionable indicators measure the organization’s control to effect 

change

➢ (non-)Financial indicators (don’t) measure the finances of operations

➢ Strategic indicators measure the realisation of strategic goals
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✓ Admission

✓ Advancement

✓ Alumni

✓ Athletics

✓ Business connections

✓ Community connections

✓ Course measures

✓ Connections with other

educational institutions

✓ Employee & HR

✓ Enrollment

✓ Facilities

✓ Financial Aid

✓ Graduation Measures

✓ Grants & Research

✓ Library

✓ Other

✓ Peer comparisons

✓ Retention

✓ Satisfaction

✓ Strategic planning

✓ Student engagement

✓ Student success

✓ Technology

Areas Measured

Ballard, J. Paul (2013), Measuring Performance Excellence: 

Key Performance Indicators for Institutions Accepted into the Academic Quality Improvement

Program (AQIP), Western Michigan University dissertation
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Building KPI Tree

1st level

Total score of HEI

2nd level

The criteria (e.g.)                                   teaching | research

supporting

3rd level

The rating                                                         scale

contains KPIs related to each criteria, and its rating scale

Suryadi, Kadarsah (2007), “Key Performance Indicators Measurement Model 
Based on Analytic Hierarchy Process and Trend-Comparative Dimension in 
Higher Education Institution”, Bandung Institute of Technology, Chile

Building KPI Tree

1st level

Total score of HEI

2nd level

The criteria (e.g.                                                                       
teaching & learning
research

supporting

3rd level

The rating scale contains KPIs related to each criteria, and its
rating scale

Suryadi, Kadarsah (2007), “Key Performance Indicators Measurement Model Based
on Analytic Hierarchy Process and Trend-Comparative Dimension in Higher
Education Institution”, Bandung Institute of Technology, Chile
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Total score of HEI

2nd level

The criteria (e.g.)                                   teaching | research

supporting
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The rating                                                         scale

contains KPIs related to each criteria, and its rating scale

Suryadi, Kadarsah (2007), “Key Performance Indicators Measurement Model 
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Higher Education Institution”, Bandung Institute of Technology, Chile

Building KPI Tree

1st level

Total score of HEI

2nd level

The criteria (e.g.                                                                       
teaching & learning
research

supporting

3rd level

The rating scale contains KPIs related to each criteria, and its
rating scale

Suryadi, Kadarsah (2007), “Key Performance Indicators Measurement Model Based
on Analytic Hierarchy Process and Trend-Comparative Dimension in Higher
Education Institution”, Bandung Institute of Technology, Chile

KPIs are performance 

indicators to measure

the realisation of  an

organization’s particular

activity or strategic goal.
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Is the objective precise and well-defined?                                                   

Is it clear?                                                               Specific S  

Can everybody understand it?

How will the individual know when the task has                                    

been completed?                                                Measurable M

How will that be judged?                                                                                         

What evidence is needed to confirm it?

Is the objective achievable?                                                                        

Is it within their capabilities?                                Action-related A

Are there sufficient resources?

Is it possible for the individual(s) to perform?                                        

How sensible is the objective in the current culture? Realistic R

Does it fit?

Is there a deadline? Is it feasible to meet?                                                 

Are there review dates?                                      Time-related T

Is it appropriate to undertake the work now?
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From strategy goals to KPIs: an example

p
ri
o

ri
ti
e

s
o

b
je

c
ti
v

e
s

K
P

Is

Enhance

quality

academic

provision

Improve

student 

satisfaction

Grow

income

across all

areas

Improve

productivity

Develop teaching portfolio with stronger emphasis on science & 

technology

Enhance learning & working environment

Build productive partnerships

Improve marketing effectiveness

Implement research, enterprise & endowment

strategies

QA Audits Student surveys RAE outcomes Overheads

% staff cost

Property cost

per student 

FTE

Market share

Research 

income

Business 

income

Proportion of 1st & 200

Retention Student 

employment
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Why do we measure ?

✓ To understand

✓ To monitor

✓ To manage

✓ To improve

From vision to KPIs: an example



✓The university must have a strategy

✓The strategy must be translated into policy

✓The policy should be translated into goals or purpose

statements

✓The realisation of the goals should be measured by

KPIs

✓KPIs should be crucial to achieving your goal = KEY

✓KPIs should be well-defined and quantifiable

✓KPIs should tell the (degree of) achieving your goal

✓KPIs should reveal our strenghts & weaknesses

✓KPIs should help us to decide what needs to be

changed

✓KPIs should be communicated internally & externally
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✓The policy should be translated into goals or purpose
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✓The realisation of the goals should be measured by
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Why do we measure ?

✓To understand

✓To monitor

✓To manage

✓To improve
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Look critically to the                                                                       global context         

with your external &                                                                         internal stakeholders

Renew your vision

Use a SWOT looking                                                                      from outside to inside 

Engage all your                                                                                     stakeholders

Renew your mission

Identify your existing                                                                      organisational (Q)C      

Identify your wished                                                                         organisational QC   

Engage all your external &                                                                            internal stakeholders

Renew your (strategic) policy

Use SMART quantitative&                                                                        qualitative KPIs & indicators 

Communicate top-down &                                                                    bottom-up

(Re)design your programmes & other processes

(re)design your organisation its governance &structures 

Create independent facili- tating QA units

“DO” of                                                                       PDCA

WHY?

this future of HE & Q(A)?

this vision of HE & Q(A)?

WHAT?
do we stand for in HE & its Q?

is our mission in Q of HE?

HOW?

Are we going to realize our mission?
is our mission in Q of HE?

WHICH?
People (leaders & staff)?

Governance QA structure?

HOW?
Which (new) strategic policy?

Which action plans?

HOW TO DO?

REAL PRACTICE
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With over 170,000 

students, we are a 

beacon of 

knowledge with a rich

tradition of diversity

RESEARCH 

EXCELLENCE IN 

TECHNOLOGY

“An oasis of 

research and

knowledge”

KAU aims for

all-round

global

excellence

As a ‘major agent of 

economic growth’ KAU is 

committed to producing an

entrepeneurial workforce to

innovate and collaborate.

E-learning improves

access and

standards.



Global (H)E(I’s) diversity
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rmation, benchmarking, institutional

decision-making and last but not least

marketing
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KPIs & rankings

✓Most rankings are more driven by research 

indicators and reputation

✓They mostly do not take into account the vision

and mission of the HEI

✓They do not indicate the real quality in terms of 

added value, but mostly only of outcome

✓Their indicators can be inspiring for setting up KPIs

on specific goals or activities, e.g. research or 

international population

✓Though critical of rankings HEIs still use them for

information, benchmarking, institutional decision-

making and last but not least marketing
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7 deadly sins of 

measuring and

how to avoid them
Michael Hammer (2007)

1. Vanity: only measure to look 

good.

2. Provincialism: organizational

boundaries and concerns 

dictate the metrics.

3. Narcissism: measure from

one’s own point of view rather

than from the customer.

4. Laziness: assuming one

knows what is important to

measure without giving it

adequate thought or effort.

5. Pettiness: measure only a 

small component of what

matters.

6. Inanity: not thinking about

the consequences on human 

behaviour & performance.

7. Frivolity: not being serious

about measurement in the first 

place.
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7 deadly sins of 

measuring and

how to avoid them
Michael Hammer (2007)

1. Vanity: only measure to look 

good.

2. Provincialism: organizational

boundaries and concerns 

dictate the metrics.

3. Narcissism: measure from

one’s own point of view rather

than from the customer.

4. Laziness: assuming one

knows what is important to

measure without giving it

adequate thought or effort.

5. Pettiness: measure only a 

small component of what

matters.

6. Inanity: not thinking about

the consequences on human 

behaviour & performance.

7. Frivolity: not being serious

about measurement in the first 

place.

“Don’t track traditional metrics. Instead of 

worrying about typical customer satisfaction

measures (…), organizations should look at the

number of value-adding service ideas put into

practice. It’s not that conventional metrics are 

unimported, the researchers say, but because

they are “lagging indicators”, they can bog

down efforts to achieve rapid, dramatic

change.”
Mark Pernice, “Revolutionizing Customer Service”, HBR April 2016, p.27



KPIs and metrics

▪ Metrics are nationally imposed quantitave

indicators that are supposed to indicate the

degree of quality or of performance of a HEI

▪ They are mostly linked to policies on subsidy

from the state/government

▪ Sometimes linked with risk-based approach in 

national EQA

▪ Do not take into account the differences in 

mission, strategy, resources, locations, etc of 

HEI 
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▪ Only 53% of institutional learning and teaching strategies or policies use 

quantitative goals/benchmarks to reach strategy/policy goals

Gaebel, M. & Zhang, T. (2018), Trends 2018: Learning and teaching in the EHEA, EUA: Brussels, p. 15
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▪ QA is not mentioned as a useful approach for enhancing student learning

Gaebel, M. & Zhang, T. (2018), Trends 2018: Learning and teaching in the EHEA, EUA: Brussels, p. 55
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▪ Although the (QA) information systems regarding study programmes include 

much more valuable information and data already since 2010

Loukkola, T. & Zhang, T. (2010), Examining Quality Culture Part 1, EUA: Brussels, p. 27



Pitfalls of QA on strategy

✓Only self-fulfilling numbers for marketing 

✓Numbers externally inspired by rankings, national

(funding) indicators or (inter)national strategic

✓No link with own vision, mission or culture

✓Only quantitative data

✓Only controlled by management alienating all other

stakeholders (and processes) 

✓Not integrated in the other QA activities on learning

and teaching or even research and engagement

✓QA only using metrics

✓QA only focussed on strategy and not on the quality

as added value of learning, teaching & research
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dimensions of quality & QA

GLOBAL SOCIETY

21st c competences

research & innovation

services to society

input processes output

QA (management) system

mission/input 

LO

ach.LO/results

methodology

instruments &       tools

underlying principles
underlying values

Q U A L I T Y
  
  

 

C U L T U R E

QUALITY

learner

teacher
L 

environment

IQF

NQF
input 

LO

NQF

IQF

ach.L

O
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The Balaced Scorecard Tree
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TQM
QUALITY

teacher
learning

environment

learner

employers

(parent)

alumni

professionalism HRM policy                                       resources & design

HEI leaders & management

subject & educational experts                                     educational experts
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the need of a new generation of QA!

➢ taking into account new contexts, new challenges, concepts of 

contextual quality, the dimension of quality culture, and 

stakeholders’ involvement and commitment

➢ doing away with bureaucratic window-dressing

➢ replacing it with innovative means of ownership of quality, quality 

policy and QA by those who create quality and all stakeholders 

concerned

➢ related to the vision, mission, (strategic) policy of a HEI/study 

programme and its students’ life-times and employability

➢ linked with research and social responsibility/relevance

➢ breaking QA open internationally regulated by ESG & EQAR
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Quality Assurance of the near future: ARE WE READY?

 from study programme to institutional level ?

 global mission & (strategic) policy vs budget cuts!                      

 vision of co-creative community with all stakeholders:   education –

(applied) research – impact to society (from local to global)

 student-centred learning = co-creation of learning (revised ESG)

 learning outcomes : 21st century competences really achieved | 

LLL | Social relevance - employability

 more generic & less standards – essential indicators : risk-based 

approach (metrics) vs own (strategic) indicators

 increase of professional control & labels vs subject-specific peers

 internationalisation of QA : joint programmes, QAAs, international 

recognition through single audit

 quality culture : acknowledge existing & wanted, shared values
105
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✓ Be inspired in your vision and leadership by answering the

question WHY

✓ Be realistic in your strategy (cf SWOT)

✓ Involve committed internal stakeholders & engaged

external ones

✓ Strive constantly to do better/excellence starting from

where you are 

✓ Document yourself with data starting from your own

reality, mission & strategy, and culture

✓ Only use external indicators if you value them

✓ About the real experiences from input through processes

to output, outcome and impact

✓ Link your strategy with the central processes…

✓ But do not limit them to one
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✓ Move from QC through QA to TQM

✓ Do away with window-dressing, self-fullfilling

prophecies and purely administrative control

✓ Combine quantitative with qualitative data

✓ Engage all stakeholders to the heart of the matter

✓ Learn from your failures = develop into a truly

learning organization

✓ Focus on culture and how much added value you

want to create

✓ Extend the context from local assets to

international networks
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prophecies and purely administrative control
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✓ Engage all stakeholders to the heart of the matter

✓ Learn from your failures = develop into a truly

learning organization

✓ Focus on culture and how much added value you

want to create

✓ Extend the context from local assets to

international networks

QA is about

reality & 

realistic

realisation of 

ambituous vision

There are 

no 

automatic 

formula-like 

certainties

in QA
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Why are we in (higher) education?

Why do we want a qualitative

education?

Why do want a better life?

Why do we want a better society?

Why do we need a better world?

Why do we exist? What is the added

value we provide to life on the world?11

3
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Thanks

Starting questions



What is your experience with developing a vision, 

mission & strategy? (as leader, as QA person, as 

academic, as stakeholder, …)

Do you use (T)QA on your strategy and how?

Which (KP) indicators do you use? (quantitative, 

qualitative, external, …)

Do you feel a need for a new HE mission and a new 

QA?

What do you think about quality as an added value

(chain) and the move towards impact?

Why do we exist? What is the added value we 

provide to life on the world?
11

8
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